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Over the past few months, the group have faced challenges whilst trying to continue
delivering the invaluable cancer drop-in service.  The volunteers understand how important
support is to people.  Therefore, they have adapted from face-to-face to online/telephone
support.

During the Covid-19 pandemic, the need for our support has been greater than ever, so the
delivery of service needed to change.  Dawn has taken to supporting people via social
media (FaceTime).  We have posted on our Facebook page advising people of ways to get
in touch and people have reached out to this service.

As a group we have been able to help people with emotional and financial support. 
 Without this service, there would be a lot of people who would have suffered from further
isolation and financial burden.

The group will continue to provide this support to ensure that no one has to face their
diagnosis alone.

Click on the link below if you would like to read more about our group or would like to get
in touch with us:
https://www.facebook.com/RossingtonCancerSupportCommunity/
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Doncaster Cancer Support Group
Submitted by Dawn & John



Doncaster Council is working with Sustrans and the Trans Pennine Trail (TPT) to improve the
off-road trail between Bentley and Toll Bar.  Thanks to a grant from the Department for
Transport, we will be improving the surface, drainage, access, signage, and seating.  In
addition to the new path surface, there will be a soft strip for horses between Bentley and
the A19 bridge.  After the bridge, the path becomes narrower so, instead of a soft strip, we
will use Flexipave on the main path; this is gentler on horses hooves than tarmac.  We want
to make the TPT accessible to everyone, whether you are in a wheelchair, pushing a
pushchair, riding a bike or on a horse.  A map of the section of path that we are improving
can be viewed online (we're improving the section between the two green pins):
https://tinyurl.com/doncastermap 

The project partners ran an online community consultation between 6th July and 13th
September 2020; 49 people took part.  Some of the things people said they wanted to see
were more wildflowers along the path verges, more woodland trees planted, interpretation
boards and signs about where this section of the TPT takes you, and either a wildlife trail
along the path or a heritage mural under the A19 bridge.  We will be incorporating this
feedback into the improvements we make to the path.  Those people who said that they
wanted to volunteer on this section of the TPT said they would like to plant flowers/trees and
litter pick.  We will be arranging volunteer task days in the near future.  We will also be
working with local community groups on volunteer activities.  If you or your community group
are interested in volunteering, please email sarah.bradbury@sustrans.org.uk

Since lockdown we have been having regular video calls to keep in touch and make sure we
are all keeping well. 

As you can see from the pictures there have been a number of different cards made, along
with flowers using air-dry and Fimo clay. 

Some ladies have decorated vases and made jewellery. There has also been Christmas
cards and decorations made, boxes and little handbags. 

We have had to buy things online as there haven't been any craft shows to attend. We are
all hoping to be back at the community hall soon - fingers crossed.

Submitted by Dot - Dunscroft

Card Making Group

Trans Penine Trail Improvements
Submitted by Sarah - Sustrans

National Work Life Week
Did you know that it is National Work Life Week from Monday
12th to Friday 16th October?  We are looking to put a few
tweets out about what kind of jobs our tenants do. Whether it
be Health Care Assistant, Cleaner, Electrician, Teacher or
Volunteer - you name it, we want to celebrate it.  Send us a
few short words about what your role entails and possibly a
picture. customer.involvement@stlegerhomes.co.uk



Fenn's Frugal Food
Submitted by Fenn - Conisbrough

Hello again,
Today – Freezing and making the most of your oven.

In your Frugal Life, your freezer is one of your best friends. Pretty much anything can be frozen
except things with a high water content such as lettuce, cucumber and some berries. Also,
mayonnaise is pretty revolting if frozen.

Using your freezer means you can take advantage of reduced food items when they are
nearing their sell-by date.

I’ve just been going through my freezers (all five of them!!!) and I thought I would share what's
in some of them.

Carrots – If you buy a sack of carrots chop them up, blanch them, bag, label and freeze.  If you
don’t want that many, share with a mate or two. A sack costs about six pounds.

Roast potatoes – if you’re doing some roasties, fill up your trays and oven.  Once cooked and
cooled, bag them up, label and pop in the freezer.  

Cheese – cheese freezes very well.  If you have lumps of leftover cheese, like when you've put
out a cheseboard, why not pop them in a bag in your freezer.  If you have some odds and ends
of cheese that are not worth saving, just grate and put in a bag in the freezer.  You can keep
adding to it.  It doesn’t matter if you mix cheeses. Then when you just need a bit of grated
cheese, grab a handful.

Breadcrumbs – you know those slices of bread that aren't even toastable, turn them into
breadcrumbs, bag and freeze. Again you can keep adding to this. I also crush cheese biscuits
that are going a bit stale.  You can use a food processor for this but if you don’t have one pop
them in a plastic bag and beat with a rolling pin or anything heavy (a tin of beans perhaps).

Meat – I try and bulk buy, look for offers and then portion and freeze. 

Cooked vegetables – again usually as a result of a buy one get one free offer.  If you have two
cauliflowers, cook them at the same time and freeze half. I especially do this with cauliflower
cheese.

Precooked meals - When i'm cooking stew, liver, curry or anything that takes a long time (but
not exclusively), I tend to cook enough for an army then freeze in whatever size portion/s suit
you.

If your oven is going to be on, fill it up. Cook extra roast potatoes, and Yorkshire puddings and
(you guessed it) bag, label, freeze!!

Some people like to batch cook. For instance, cook some mince up with some onions and
tinned tomatoes, then portion and freeze. You now have the basis for any mince meal.  Just
add the necessary extra ingredients – it could go on to be chilli, bolognese or lasagne.

Plan meals for the week and
write a list when going
shopping and stick to it.

Turn lights and sockets off
when not in use.

Money Saving Tips:
Welcome to our newest feature
in It's Our Community.  Keep
the tips coming, so we can
share them with all of our
readers.  Thanks to Nikki for
this issue's tips.

There is also a thing called Dump Dinners. This is where
you put all the ingredients for a dish into a freezer bag.  
Then when you want it just defrost and cook.  There are
lots of recipes for this on the internet.

Please remember if freezing cooked food, allow it to
cool completely before freezing.

Do not refreeze anything.  (However, if you are making
something from a piece of defrosted raw chicken, you
can make your selected dish, freeze and eat – but do
not re-heat it again.



Ron's Ramblings
Here we are again in autumn and I was just thinking how
nice it will be when all the leaves start to produce their
beautiful colours and then get the crunchy sound of them
under our feet when they fall and we start to get the early
morning frosts. I think there is always a positive with any
situation if you look hard enough. 

It appears that we are all in for another round of restrictions
due to this virus, but I think we have to look for the good
things that have happened because of it. This community
magazine for a start! It has given me the opportunity to write
about anything that tickles my fancy (whoops! can I still say
that?), and anything I think of that might make you smile.

Answers from Issue 8 (25th September)

10 = Events in a Decathlon

26 = Letters of the Alphabet

8 = Planets in the Solar System

90 = Degrees in a Right Angle

60 = Seconds in a Minute

57 = Varieties of Heinz

7 = Colours in the Rainbow

1066 = Battle of Hastings

1760 = Yards in a Mile

64 = Squares on a Chess Board

Please send your ideas to
customerinvolvement@stlegerhomes.co.uk
If you know somebody who would may like to

receive this publication, please ask them to email
us as above or call 01302 862743.

Quiz AnswersSpot The Difference
There are 10 differences in the images
below.  Can you find them all?

I don't know what's happened to our bingo crowd? Maybe they are waiting for a delivery of
“long johns” before they venture out onto the lawn again! It feels like the Eskimos are getting
their own back on us for melting their glaciers, the wind is absolutely bitter!! It's bin day again
and I've just watched “Flash Gordon” in his designer orange suit, chasing a green box, with a
mind of its own, down the road!! I must remember to give them a tip at Christmas, if only for the
entertainment!! I think they do a fantastic job, and like all the other key workers they deserve
our gratitude.

I loved the Fenn's Frugal Food bit in the 11th September issue. I hope we get more like that. I
don't like to waste food either and I didn't realise you could do so much with a chicken. I have
never thought to freeze my leftovers before, but I cooked a sausage casserole last week and
for once it was not only edible, it tasted quite nice, so I put the leftovers in a plastic box and
froze it. Very handy when I didn't have time to cook a meal one day this week. I popped it in the
microwave and presto, instant dinner!

The only problem I can see in the future is that the post-it note with the contents written on it,
will come off and if I have more than one frozen box I won't know which was which. I'd just have
a freezer full of frozen bits of paper at the bottom! Very useful tip Fenn, keep them coming,
keep smiling, keep calm and carry on!!


